THE FCC WANTS YOU TO KNOW

**DESIGN COMPLIANCE** Your telephone is designed to comply with FCC Rules and Regulations, Part 68. It can be connected to the telephone network as FCC-registered terminal equipment. The registration number is printed on the label on the bottom of your telephone.

**NOTIFICATION TO THE TELEPHONE COMPANY** As a customer of the local telephone company, you must, if they ask, tell them before connecting your telephone to the telephone company lines. The telephone company may need the FCC registration number and the ringer equivalence of the telephone. This information is printed on a label on the bottom of your telephone.

**RINGER EQUIVALENCE** The ringer equivalence indicates the amount of power that your telephone draws from the telephone company line during ringing. The number is printed on the label on the bottom of your telephone.

If you have more than one telephone (or other terminal device) connected to the telephone company line, you should total the ringer equivalence numbers (REN's), and be sure that the total is not more than five. Your telephones may not ring if the total is more than five: Also, in some rural locations, your telephone may not ring if the REN total is more than three.

**RESTRICTIONS** You must not connect your telephone to coin-operated lines or party lines.

**INTERFERENCE POTENTIAL** If your telephone has a push-button dial, it may generate radio frequency energy. If not properly used, it may interfere with radio and television reception. If the telephone does cause interference with reception, move the radio or television to another electrical circuit or another location. If necessary, you may need to seek advice from an experienced technician.

**INSTALLATION** This model telephone must be connected to the telephone company lines through a modular jack. The required USOC for the modular jack is RJ11C for desk mounting and RJ11W for wall mounting. The USOC number is printed on the label on the bottom of your telephone.

**TYPE OF DIALING** If your telephone has a push-button TONE dial, you must have TONE service from your telephone company to use your telephone for dialing. If your telephone has a rotary dial, you are not required to have TONE service. Note that you will usually be charged extra for TONE service.

**HEARING-AID COMPATIBILITY** The handset on your telephone will work with magnetically-coupled hearing aids. You can use a hearing aid equipped with a T (Telephone) switch.

**IN CASE OF TROUBLE** If your telephone should cause problems on the telephone line, the telephone company can temporarily disconnect your service. The telephone company must then notify and allow you to correct the problem.

The telephone company may from time to time change its lines or equipment. They must notify you if planned changes will affect your telephone service, to allow you to take steps to prevent interruptions.

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.

**WARNING** Changes or modifications to this unit not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.

**NOTE:** This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a CLASS B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:

- Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
- Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
- Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected.
- Consult the dealer or an experienced radio TV technician for help.

* 3-ONE TOUCH & 10 TWO TOUCH MEMORY
* VOLUME CONTROL
* LIGHTED KEYPAD
* COMPATIBLE WITH COMPUTER BANKING
* FULLY MODULAR CORDS INCLUDED
* HEARING AID COMPATIBLE
* DESKTOP AND WALL MOUNTABLE

13 MEMORY TRENDLINE PHONE
TO STORE A NUMBER INTO THE 10 TWO TOUCH MEMORY LOCATIONS – DO THE FOLLOWING:

STORING TELEPHONE NUMBERS
NOTE: This telephone will store up to 16 digits in each memory position. Follow this simple step by step method.
1. Pick up the handset to get a dial tone.
2. Press store button once & release.
3. Dial the number you want to store.
4. Press store button once & release.
5. Press a number from 1 to 0 (where you would like your number stored).
6. Hang up the phone.
7. Repeat steps 1 to 6 to store the remaining numbers.

EXAMPLE: Suppose you want to store 555 1212 into memory 3
1. Pick up handset.
2. Press store button once & release.
3. Dial 555 1212
4. Press store button once & release
5. Press 3
6. Hang up phone.

TO DIAL A NUMBER FROM MEMORY
1 Pick up receiver
2 Press AUTO and numerical button in which the number you want to dial is stored. The unit will dial the number stored in the memory you selected automatically. EXAMPLE: Pressing AUTO 2 will dial (in TONE or PULSE) the number you stored in 2 to be dialed.

DIALING NUMBERS STORED IN 10 NUMBER MEMORY
NOTE 1 Emergency calling is an important safety feature that should be used wisely. If you decide to store emergency numbers into memory, use and label them carefully. If you want to test emergency numbers you stored, please test them during non peak hours and tell the emergency operator “this is a test” to avoid panic dispatching of help.

NOTE 2 If you move your phone to another room or disconnect the phone line, your stored numbers will remain in the memory for a short time, so quickly reconnect it to the new jack, or you will have to reprogram the memory numbers.

NOTE 3 If the operator comes on during storing numbers with the message “your phone is off the hook”, ignore this. During storing of numbers, the circuit simulates an off hook condition. This is normal. We suggest you program the numbers quickly to avoid operator messages.

NOTE 4 In case you want to change a number, simply store a new number, the old number will automatically be erased.

LIMITED WARRANTY
If this product was purchased by you new in the U.S. or Puerto Rico, CORTELCO warrants it against defects in material and workmanship for a period of one (1) year from the date of original purchase. This warranty is in lieu of all other express warranties. During the warranty period, CORTELCO agrees to repair or, at its option, replace the defective product, or any part of it without charge for parts or labor. This is your exclusive remedy. This warranty does not cover damage resulting from accident, misuse, abuse, improper installation or operation, lack of reasonable care, the affixing of any attachment not provided by CORTELCO with the product and loss of parts. The warranty is voided in the event any unauthorized person alters or repairs the unit.

CORTELCO does not warrant that this product is compatible with the type of equipment or the services provided by any telephone company. CORTELCO does not warrant that this product is compatible with the type of equipment of any particular phone company or the services provided by it.

CORTELCO DISCLAIMS ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY, INCLUDING THE WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY AND THE WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. AS OF THE DATE ONE YEAR FROM THE ORIGINAL PURCHASE OF THE PRODUCT. CORTELCO ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have other rights which vary from state to state. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of special, incidental or consequential damages or limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts. So the above exclusion and limitation may not apply to you.

If failure occurs and your 6150 is in warranty, service shall be provided by returning it to CORTELCO – Repair Center, 1703 Sawyer Road, Corinth, Mississippi 38834, shipping prepaid. The product will be repaired or replaced if examination by us determines the product to be defective. Call Waiting IDs received damaged as a result of shipping will require you to file a claim with the carrier.
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